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QUESTION 1

An airline wants to invest in an Aruba Mobility (MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) solution for the three hubs it has throughout
the country. A single MM is located in the datacenter at one of the hubs. The MCs in the other two hubs reach the MM
through a site-to-site IPSec VPN. 

The operations team does not want to lose monitoring and configuration control of the MCs if something happens to the
datacenter where the MM resides. 

Which solution ensures that there is management access to the MCs in case of an MM failure due to a datacenter
outage? 

A. Deploy another MM in a different location, and enable L2 redundancy. 

B. Install AirWave Management Platform, and enable Read and Write Management access on devices. 

C. Deploy another MM in a different location, and enable L3 redundancy. 

D. Deploy a local MM on each hub, and synchronize the configuration between all MMs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A network engineer configures some VAPs in customer groups and creates a pool of licenses with enough units for
seven APs. The network engineer deploys the first two APs, looks at the ap database, and notices the APs are inactive
and experience licensing-related issues. 

Based on the show command outputs shown in the exhibit, what must the engineer do to solve the problem? 

A. Allocate two more MM-VA licenses to the pool. 

B. Allocate two more MC-VA-US licenses to the pool. 

C. Allocate seven more MM-VA licenses to the pool. 

D. Allocate seven more MC-VA-US licenses to the pool. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

Users run encrypted Skype for Business traffic with no WMM support over an Aruba Mobility Master (MM)Mobility
Controller (MC) based network. When voice, video, and application sharing traffic arrive at the wired side of the network,
all the flows look alike due the lack of L2 or L3 markings. 

How can the network administrator identify these flows and mark QoS accordingly? 

A. Confirm the MC is the Openflow controller of the MMs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and the firewall roles. Then
enable WMM in a VAP profile. 

B. Confirm the MM is the Openflow controller of the MCs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and the firewall roles. Then
integrate the MM with the Skype4Business SDN API, and enable the Skype4Business ALG 

in the UCC Profiles. 

C. Confirm the MC is the OpenFlow controller of the MMs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and the firewall roles. Then
enable the Skype4Business ALG in the UCC profiles. 

D. Use a media firewall policy that match these three flows, and use permit and TOS actions with 56, 40, and 34 values
for voice, video, and application sharing, respectively. Then enable the Skype4Business ALG in the UCC profiles. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator deploys a new Mobility Master (MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) network. To test the solution, the
network administrator accessess some of the AP consoles and statistically provisions them. However, these APs do not
propagate the configured SSIDs. The network administrator looks at the logs and sees the output shown in the exhibit. 

Which actions must the network administrator take to solve the problem? 

A. Reprovision one of the APs with a different name, and add new entries with the proper group in the whitelist. 
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B. Reprovision the AP with a different group, and modify the name of one AP in the whitelist. 

C. Create another AP group in the MC\\'s configuration and reprovision one AP with a different group. 

D. Reprovision one of the APs with a different name, and modify the name of one AP in the whitelist. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company currently offers guest access with an open SSID and no authentication. A network administrator needs to
integrate a web login page for visitors. 

To accomplish this integration, the network administrator fully deploys a guest solution with self-registration in
ClearPass, and defines the Mobility Controller (MC) as a RADIUS client. Then, the network administrator defines
ClearPass as a RADIUS server and adds it into a server group in the MC. 

Which two actions must the network administrator do next on the MC side to complete the deployment? (Select two.) 

A. Associate the captive portal profile to the initial role 

B. Define the web login URL and server group in a captive portal profile 

C. Associate the captive portal profile to the VAP profile 

D. Associate the captive portal to an AAA profile. 

E. Define the web login URL in a captive portal profile and the server group in an AAA profile. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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